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As an alternative to our planned oceanographic work at
the Ross Ice Shelf Project (RIsP) drill site, deferred when the

Figure 1. Map of McMurdo Sound area. The dots indicate
the positions of the hydrographic stations. The triangle in-
dicates the approximate location of the crevasses explored.

drill stuck in December 1976, we carried out hydrographic
stations at three locations along the edge of the Ross Ice
Shelf in McMurdo Sound (figure 1). Previous oceanographic
studies near the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf by Littlepage
(1965), Heath (1971), and Gilmour (1975) had made
measurements only in the eastern and central part of the
sound. Thus we attempted to complement this work with
measurements in the west. Our plan was to complete a line
of stations through the sea ice across the western half of the
sound using helicopters for transport; time considerations
limited our operations to a test station near the end of the
ice runway at McMurdo Station (1), a station near Blue
Glacier (2), and a station near the Dailey Islands (3).

At each station a hole 23 centimeters in diameter was
drilled through the sea ice with a portable ice drill. An A-
frame was erected and a small gasoline-powered winch was
used to lower the water bottles. We used the nonmetallic
water bottles modified at Lamont-Doherty for use in the
RISP hole, which had a streamlined frame about the bottles
to protect the reversing thermometers during passage
through the ice (figure 2). Since we had only three special
bottles with suitable thermometer racks, it was necessary to
make three to four lowerings to complete one hydrographic
station. This procedure was time consuming because we had
to read the thermometers between each lowering.

The results are listed in the table. Owing to erratic per-
formance of some of the reversing thermometers, it was not
possible to obtain duplicate temperature readings at most
levels; these temperatures are marked with a "U." The
salinities are also somewhat uncertain since it was not possi-
ble to obtain proper temperature stabilization in the
laboratory in which the salinometer was used. Thus,
although the salinities are reported to thousandths, the
values probably are accurate only to the nearest hundredth.
Analysis using a salinity-temperature diagram has indicated
that some salinities and temperatures probably are incor-
rect; these are marked with a "?." The freezing points for the
observed salinity at atmospheric pressure and at in situ

Figure 2. Portable winch, A-frame, and specially modified
water bottle used in making hydrographic casts.
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Results of oceanographic casts made at locations shown in figure 1.

Position, date,
bottom depth,	 Depth	Temperature*	Salinity*	Freezing point	Freezing point

ice thickness	 (meters)	 (°C)	( /	
(atmo. press.)	(in situ)

(°C)	 (°C)

(1) 77°50'S.166°22'E.	200	-1.694?
28 Dec 1976	 300	-1.891U

bottom depth: 493. in 	-1909
ice thickness: 3.5 in

(2) 77°50'S. 164°35'E.	 4	-1.762U
29 Dec 1976	 20	-1.901U

bottom depth: 165.m	30	-1.901U
ice thickness: 3.m	 50

	

75	-1.905U

	

100	-1.917U

	

125	-1.825?

	

150	-1.922U

	

164	-1.935
(3) 77°50'S. 165 003'E.	 5	-1.336U

30 Dec 1976	 25	-1.836
bottom depth: 221.5m	50	-1.955U
ice thickness: 4. in 	-1.946U

	

100	-1.813?

	

125	-1920U

	

150	-1.949U

	

175	-1.822?

	

200	-1.944U

	

220	-1.934

*See text for discussion of U" and"?"

34.388?	-1.875	 -2.029
34.717	 -1.893	 -2.125
34.765	 -1.896	 -2.205

34.653	-1.890	 -1.893
34.662	-1.890	 -1.905
34.665	 -1.890	 -1.913
34.676	-1.891	 -1.930
34.638?	-1.889	 -1.947
34.679	-1.891	 -1.968
34.681	 -1.891	 -1.987
34.681	 -1.891	 -2.007
34.684	-1.891	 -2.018
34.712	 -1.893	 -1.897
34.567?	-1.885	 -1.904
34.687	 -1.891	 -1.930
34.691	 -1.892	 -1.950
34.690	-1.892	 -1.969
34.682	-1.891	 -1.987
34.690	-1.892	 -2.008
34.690	-1.892	 -2.027
34.686	-1.891	 -2.045
34.690	-1.892	 -2.062

pressure (calculated following Foidvik and Kvinge, 1974)
are also listed.

The temperatures and salinities seem consistent with the
view expressed by earlier investigators that the net flow in
the western part of McMurdo Sound is to the north. The
temperatures beneath a thin surface layer are nearly all
lower than the freezing point at atmospheric pressure but
higher than the in situ freezing point. The cooling below the
freezing point at atmospheric pressure was evidently due to
contact with the underside of the Ross Ice Shelf to the south.
The slightly higher temperatures in the west compared to
those found in the central part of the section across McMur-
do Sound (Gilmour, 1975) seem to indicate that the main

Figure 3. Crevasse near Minna Bluff in which sea water
was found.

flow of water northward from under the Ross Ice Shelf is in
the center of McMurdo Sound just east of our station (3).
Since we did not observe measurable wire angles on any of
our hydrographic casts, the currents in the western part of
McMurdo Sound near the Ross Ice Shelf are evidently very
weak.

We collaborated with Arthur L. DeVries in exploration of
the large crevasses in the Ross Ice Shelf just east of Minna
Bluff. Helicopters were able to land us near two large
crevasses, and we descended into these crevasses using cram-
pons, ice axes and ropes (figure 3). We were able to break
through the flat, freshly-formed ice layer in the bottom of
these crevasses and sample the water. In the first crevasse
samples were obtained at depths of 7 and 39 meters using a
Niskin bottle. The salinities were subsequently determined
to be 34.726 and 34.707 per mill respectively, which is near-
ly the same as the salinity of the open ocean in McMurdo
Sound. The Niskin bottle could not be lowered into the sec-
ond crevasse, but two surface samples were collected in small
plastic bottles. The salinities of these samples were found to
be 2.135 and 1.684 per mill, indicating only weak com-
munication between the crevasse and the underlying sea
water.

The support provided by the helicopters of the Navy's
Antarctic Development Squadron Six is gratefully
acknowledged. This work was supported by National
Science Foundation grant DPP 75-14936.
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Provisional cotidal charts for the
southern Ross Sea
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We measured the ocean tide at the three sites F-9, J-9, and
C-16 on the floating Ross Ice Shelf during the 1976-1977
antarctic field season. Locations of these and six previously
occupied sites are given in the table and are indicated in the
figure. This survey of the Ross Sea tide has been done in con-
junction with the Ross Ice Shelf Project and the Ross Ice
Shelf Geophysical and Glaciological Survey.

Characteristics of the constituents P1K1, 01, M2, S2, and
N2 of the ocean tide were calculated from tidal fluctuations
of gravity measured on the floating ice shelf surface. Field
operations and methods of data preparation and harmonic
analysis are described by Robinson et al. (1975; in press),
who also present preliminary values for amplitudes and
phase angles at six sites in the southern Ross Sea.

Phase angles for the tidal constituents at nine sites are in
the table. These data have been used to compile the provi-
sional diurnal cotidal charts in the figure. The cotidal lines,
which are loci of points of simultaneous high tide at dif-
ferent times (expressed in degrees rather than hours), in-

Phase angles of the principal constituents of the Ross Sea tide.

Observation site	Record
(position in	length

degrees)	(days)	P1K1 01 M2 S2 N2

C-13(79.3S. 189.7W.)	29	200	190 296 131 153
C-16(81.2S. 189.5W.)	45	200	190 299 173 142
F-9(84.3S. 171.3W.)	58	206	190 258 142 143
J-9(82.4S. 168.6W.)	30	191	172 205 106 60
B(82.5S. 166.0W.)	46	186	174 213 110 87
C-36(79.8S. 160.1W.)	34	160	153 65 29 10
RI(80.25. 161.6W.)	36	162	145 165 334 339
LAS(78.2S. 162.3W.)	30	154	141 35 342 344
McM(77.9S. 193.4W.)	 212	195 242 327 263

dicate the movement of diurnal tidal waves in the southern
Ross Sea.

We have refrained from presenting specific amplitude
data until completion of instrument calibration tests now in
progress. However, some general features of the tidal range
(double amplitude) can be described. The P1KI range
along the Ross Ice Shelf front increases from approximately
60 centimeters near McMurdo Sound to over 90 centimeters
in the region of Little America, and rises to more than 110
centimeters in the southern extremity of the Ross Sea. The
range of the 01 constituent almost everywhere along the ice
front is between 40 and 50 centimeters and increases to over
80 centimeters in the southern extremity of the Ross Sea.
The semi-diurnal constituents M2, S2, and N2 all have
ranges of less than 20 centimeters.

The P1K! and 01 constituents are nearly in phase
(figure, opp.216) and combine to impose a dominant diur-
nal character on the Ross Sea tide. The diurnal and
semidurnal constituents together cause a spring tide range
of between 100 to 150 centimeters along the ice front,
which increases to approximately 200 centimeters in the
region farther south than 84°S. The spring tide range is
more than five times larger than the neap tide range.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 73-05873.
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FDRAKE77

T. WHITWORTH
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From 10 January to 12 February 1977 scientists aboard
R/V Melville conducted the third field phase of the First
Dynamic Response and Kinematics Experiment (FDRAKE) in
Drake Passage. The objectives were to recover moored in-
struments deployed during FDRAKE 76 (Nowlin et al., 1976),
to install a third year-long array, and to make a closely-
spaced hydrographic survey in the central passage.

The scientific party, under the direction of Worth D.
Nowlin, Jr. (Texas A&M University) and R. Dale Pillsbury
(Oregon State University) joined Melville in Valparaiso,
Chile, and departed for Cape Horn on 10 January. Routine
weather observations and bathymetric and magnetic
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